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ABSTRACT
Context. Low-mass stars are known to exhibit strong X-ray emission during the early stages of evolution. Nearby star forming regions are
ideal targets to study the X-ray properties of pre-main sequence stars.
Aims. A deep XMM-Newton exposure is used to investigate X-ray properties of the pre-main sequence population of the Chamaeleon I star
forming region.
Methods. The northern-eastern fringe of the Chameleon I dark cloud was observed with XMM-Newton, revisiting a region observed with
ROSAT 15 years ago. Centered on the extended X-ray source CHXR 49 we are able to resolve it into three major contributing components
and to analyse their spectral properties. Furthermore, the deep exposure allows not only the detection of numerous, previously unknown
X-ray sources, but also the investigation of variability and the study of the X-ray properties for the brighter targets in the field. We use EPIC
spectra, to determine X-ray brightness, coronal temperatures and emission measures for these sources, compare the properties of classical and
weak-line T Tauri stars and make a comparison with results from the ROSAT observation.
Results. X-ray properties of T Tauri stars in Cha I are presented. The XMM-Newton images resolve some previously blended X-ray sources,
confirm several possible ones and detect many new X-ray targets, resulting in the most comprehensive list with 71 X-ray sources in the
northern Cha I dark cloud. The analysis of medium resolution spectra shows an overlapping distribution of spectral properties for classical
and weak-line T Tauri stars, with the X-ray brighter stars having hotter coronae and a higher LX/Lbol ratio. X-ray luminosity correlates with
bolometric luminosity, whereas the LX/Lbol ratio is slightly lower for the classical T Tauri stars. Large flares as well as a low iron and a high
neon abundance are found in both types of T Tauri stars. Abundance pattern, plasma temperatures and emission measure distributions during
quiescent phases are attributed to a high level of magnetic activity as the dominant source of their X-ray emission.
Key words. Stars: activity – Stars: coronae – Stars: late-type – Stars: pre-main sequence – X-rays: stars
1. Introduction
The Chamaeleon I dark cloud belongs to the Chamaeleon cloud
complex, a well known star forming region at a distance of
140 – 150 pc. This compact region is rich in young stellar ob-
jects (YSO), and therefore ideal to investigate low mass stars in
early evolutionary phases. Typically optical Hα emission and
infra-red excess is used to classify pre-main sequence (PMS)
stars and protostellar objects. The PMS stars with M∗ ≤ 2 M⊙
are called T Tauri stars, which are classified either as classi-
cal T Tauri star (CTTS) or weak line T Tauri star (WTTS).
While the strength of the Hα-emission is traditionally used
to distinguish between classical (EW> 10 Å) and weak line
T Tauri stars, a classification based only on the time variable
Hα-emission is often misleading. Additionally, the lithium ab-
sorption feature at 6707Å is used to distinguishes PMS from
field stars, since lithium is rapidly consumed in nuclear re-
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actions and thus its absorption disappears with age. Further,
infra-red excess emission indicates large amounts of circum-
stellar material, a typical selection criterion for very young
stellar objects in general. Chamaeleon I was surveyed exten-
sively at optical and infra-red wavelength for sources exhibit-
ing one or several of the above characteristics throughout the
last decades, see e.g. Gauvin & Strom (1992), Hartigan (1993),
Cambre´sy et al. (1998) and Go´mez & Kenyon (2001).
X-ray observations showed a large number of additional
sources in star forming regions that escaped previous de-
tection. The RASS (ROSAT All Sky Survey) data of the
whole Chamaeleon region is presented by Alcala´ et al. (1995),
who report X-ray data and optical/near infra-red spec-
troscopy. Dedicated observations of the Chamaeleon I
dark cloud were performed with several missions and
its overall X-ray properties were already studied with
Einstein IPC Feigelson & Kriss (1989) and ROSAT PSPC
Feigelson et al. (1993). Especially the two ROSAT pointings
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on the Chamaeleon I dark cloud performed in 1991 and pre-
sented in Feigelson et al. (1993), revealed 70 X-ray sources
(CHXR – Chamaeleon X-ray ROSAT) and 19 possible ones
in the two fields, many of them unclassified. The above authors
determined general X-ray properties of the young stellar pop-
ulation in Cha I and already found a clear correlation between
X-ray and bolometric luminosity. However, these ROSAT data
were only sufficient to determine positions and X-ray luminosi-
ties of these targets. The X-ray detections triggered subsequent
optical follow up observations, see Lawson et al. (1996) who
presented a HR diagram for the ROSAT detected PMS popu-
lation of Chamaeleon I and references therein. The new X-ray
detected stars were found to be mainly WTTS, which in con-
trast to the CTTS lack strong emission lines or infra-red excess.
This is due to the absence of a significant disk and accretion
onto the host star in these usually more evolved stars. However,
both types are commonly found in the same star forming region
and show an overlapping age-distribution. This is also the case
for the Chamaeleon region with age estimations in the range
of 1 –10 Myr by the above authors, suggesting coevolution and
individual timescales during their T Tauri phase.
Both types of T Tauri stars are strong and ac-
tive X-ray sources with often very similar X-ray prop-
erties. As in cool main sequence stars, magnetic activity
is thought to be the origin of most of its X-ray emis-
sion and variability. However, recent studies of high res-
olution X-ray spectra revealed accretion shocks as an-
other mechanism contributing to the X-ray emission in
CTTS, see Kastner et al. (2002), Stelzer & Schmitt (2004),
Schmitt et al. (2005), Robrade et al. (2006). However, this
mechanism produces exclusively cool plasma and cannot
be responsible for the bulk of X-rays seen in most TTS.
The Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP), a very deep
ACIS observations of the Orion Nebula Cloud, investigated
the X-ray properties of its rich PMS population great detail
(Preibisch et al. 2005). Magnetic activity is found to produce
the bulk of their X-ray emission, whereas a strong LX/Lbol cor-
relation is present. This is in contrast to cool main-sequence
stars, where magnetic activity correlates with rotation, indi-
cating the presence of saturation and supersaturation effects in
solar-type dynamos, different internal structures, e.g. different
convective turnover times or even the dominance of a differ-
ent dynamo mechanisms. Indications are found that accretion
diminishes LX on average and weakens the LX/Lbol correlation
for CTTS, where magnetic activity may also involve the cir-
cumstellar material, e.g. via star-disk interaction, but the topol-
ogy of their magnetic fields is virtually unknown. First results
of several shallower XMM-Newton pointings of the Cha I re-
gion are presented by Telleschi et al. (2006).
In this paper we present a deep XMM-Newton observa-
tion of the northern part of the Cha I cloud centered on the
extended source CHXR 49. The XMM-Newton field is fully
included in the area covered by the northern ROSAT point-
ing and a comparison with these measurements is possible for
the whole field of view. All ROSAT X-ray sources are de-
tected in the XMM-Newton exposure as well as the possible
detections. Furthermore, XMM-Newton spatially resolved sev-
eral extended ROSAT sources and additionally X-ray spectra
could be obtained for these target. The large exposure time
combined with XMM-Newton’s sensitivity enables us to ob-
tain X-ray spectra for these targets and to determine spectral
properties of the X-ray brighter sources in this region for the
first time. We use EPIC data to investigate the X-ray emission
of these young stars, determine their emission measure dis-
tribution and investigate possible spectral differences between
CTTS and WTTS. Additionally a large number of previously
unknown fainter sources, often without known counterparts at
other wavelengths, are discussed. The outline of this paper is as
follows: In Sect. 2 we describe the observation and data anal-
ysis, in Sect. 3 we present the derived results subdivided into
several topics, followed by a summary and our conclusions that
are presented in Sect. 4.
2. Observation and data analysis
The Cha I dark cloud was observed with XMM-Newton in a
deep exposure, see Table 1 for an observation log. Data were
taken with all X-ray detectors, which were operated simul-
taneously, respectively the EPIC (European Photon Imaging
Camera), consisting of the MOS and PN detectors and the
RGS (Reflection Grating Spectrometer). Several intervals of
high background due to proton flares are present in this data
set, which were removed for spectral analysis and image cre-
ation. For the shown light curves only time periods of ex-
tremely high background have been removed, otherwise they
are background subtracted. Note, that while the light curves
cover nearly the complete exposure, additional time periods
had to be discarded for spectral analysis, especially in the mid-
dle and toward the end of the observation. Due to overlapping
photons from several sources in the RGS spectra and poorer
signal to noise in these data, we concentrate in this paper on
the analysis of the EPIC data, which has sufficient data quality
in all detectors.
Table 1. Observation log, duration total, (PN/MOS filtered).
Target Obs.Mode Obs. Time Dur. (ks)
XX Cha FF/med. F. 2005-09-02T03:34–03/16:03 125 (70/85)
Data analysis was performed with the XMM-Newton
Science Analysis System (SAS) software, version 6.5. Images,
light curves and spectra were produced with standard SAS tools
and standard selection criteria were applied for filtering the data
(Loiseau et al. 2004). Source detection was performed with the
SAS-tool ‘edetectchain‘ independently with all EPIC detec-
tors and a visual cross-check of the results was carried out.
X-ray spectral analysis was carried out with XSPEC V11.3
(Arnaud 1996) and is performed in the energy band between
0.2 – 10.0 keV, where data quality is sufficient and in the range
0.3 – 7.5 keV for other sources respectively. While the MOS de-
tectors provide a slightly better spectral and spatial resolution,
the PN detector is more sensitive and better suited especially
for weaker sources. The data of the detectors are analysed si-
multaneously but not co-added, the background was taken from
source free regions on each detector. Modelling of the brighter
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targets performed with both PN and MOS data uses a free nor-
malization for each type of instrument to check for calibration
uncertainties.
For the analysis of the X-ray spectra we use multi-
temperature models with three temperature components, abun-
dances are calculated relative to solar photospheric values as
given by Grevesse & Sauval (1998). Such models assume the
emission spectrum of a collisionally-ionized optically-thin gas
as calculated with the APEC code, see e.g. Smith et al. (2001).
For elements with overall low abundances and no significant
features in the X-ray spectra, i.e. Al, Ca, Ni, the abundances
were tied to the iron abundance. When data quality permits,
we determine the abundances of individual elements, other-
wise typical global values, we adopt 0.5 solar abundances, are
used. We simultaneously modelled the temperatures and mis-
sion measures (EM=
∫
nenHdV) of the plasma components and
checked the derived results for consistency. X-ray luminosi-
ties were then calculated from the resulting best fit models.
Absorption in the circumstellar environment and in the inter-
stellar medium is significant for most of our targets and is ap-
plied in our modelling as a free parameter. In general the de-
rived fit results are quite stable, but note that some of the fit pa-
rameters are mutually dependent. Interdependence mainly af-
fects the strength of absorption and emission measure of the
cooler plasma at a few MK, but also emission measure com-
ponents and abundances of elements with emission lines in the
respective temperature range. Consequently, models with dif-
ferent absolute values of these parameters but only marginal
differences in its statistical quality may be applied to describe
the data, however ratios and relative changes of these proper-
ties are again a very robust result. We checked other models,
e.g. with a fixed temperature grid for the plasma components
and overall consistent results were obtained.
Our fit procedure is based on χ2 minimization, therefore
spectra are always rebinned to satisfy the statistical demand
of a minimum value of 15 counts per spectral bin. All errors
are statistical errors given by their 90% confidence range and
were calculated separately for abundances and temperatures by
allowing variations of normalizations and respective model pa-
rameters. Note that additional uncertainties arise from uncer-
tainties in the atomic data and instrumental calibration which
are not explicitly accounted for.
3. Results
The XMM-Newton observation covers a sky region of nearly
30′ x 30′ including numerous X-ray sources. Due to the dif-
ferent offset angles, detected counts and available spectral in-
formation about the nature of the sources, we subdivide the
sources into three groups of stars, which are discussed be-
low. The first section deals with the extended ROSAT source
CHXR 49, followed by a sample of the other CHXR sources
covered by XMM-Newton. For these sources usually reli-
able classification from optical/IR spectroscopy is available.
In the last section we discuss properties of the further de-
tected X-ray sources. Stellar parameters given in this sec-
tion are taken from Feigelson et al. (1993), Hartigan (1993),
Huenemoerder et al. (1994) and Lawson et al. (1996).
Fig. 1. The MOS1 image of the extended ROSAT source
CHXR49 reveals three main components, the stars Hn 15,
CHX 18N and XX Cha (upper left to lower right), surrounded
by fainter sources.
To determine the spectral properties of the stars, we extract
spectra for each source from a circular region whose size is
adapted to the X-ray brightness of the target and its proxim-
ity to other stars. While we cannot distinguish in the case of
the often present absorption between extinction related to cir-
cumstellar and cloud material, an extinction map of the Cha
I cloud presented by Cambre´sy et al. (1997) and stellar values
in Cambre´sy et al. (1998) indicate no strong cloud extinction
for our field. For most areas cloud extinction is quite weak
(AV . 0.5), moderate cloud extinction (AV ∼ 1 − 2) is mea-
sured in the north-western and south-western area of our field.
3.1. The central triple source CHXR 49
The MOS1 image of the center of the observed northern part
of Cha I star forming region is shown in Fig.1. The extended
ROSAT X-ray source, originally named CHXR 49, is clearly
resolved by XMM-Newton into three major components, iden-
tified as Hn 15 (now CHXR 49NE), CHX 18N and XX Cha
(CHXR 49) as suggested on the basis of optical finding charts
by Feigelson et al. (1993). All three stars clearly show Hα
emission and infra-red excess (J-K>1) and their nature as YSO
is quite certain. While the M0 star Hn 15 lies with a measured
Hα EW=10Å on the borderline between WTTS and CTTS,
CHX 18N with Hα EW=8(3)Å is of spectral type K1 and clas-
sified as WTTS and XX Cha with Hα EW=130Å is a CTTS
of spectral type M2. The determination of the spectral class for
these variable objects is often not unique, given spectral types
are typically mean values.
The light curves of the three components obtained from PN
data are shown in Fig.2; they are background subtracted and
periods with extreme background conditions have been dis-
carded. Hn 15 darkened by a factor of two to three over the
first half of the observation, probably a larger flare occurred
some time before, and shows further smaller (factor < 2) vari-
ability. CHX 18N exhibits variable flux and a short impulsive
flare with a duration of 5 ks and an increase in count rate by a
factor of roughly three. No significant variability was detected
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Fig. 2. PN light curves of the three components of CHXR
49 with 1 ks binning. Upper plot Hn 15, lower plot CHX 18N
(black) and XX Cha(red/grey).
Fig. 3. PN spectra of Hn 15 (top), CHX18N (middle) and XX
Cha (bottom) from the total observation.
in XX Cha over the whole observation. To investigate the stars
at comparable conditions, we separately analyse the flare decay
phase (h: 0–70 ks) and the rest of the observation for Hn 15.
Spectra are taken from a circular regions covering the core
of each star’s PSF. The extraction radii, 25, 15, 7.5′′ for Hn 15,
CHX 18N and XX Cha respectively, are chosen to optimize the
relation between the signal strength of the star and the contam-
ination from the other sources. The spectra as measured by the
PN detector are shown in Fig.3. Their shapes are quite simi-
lar, only the weaker absorption and the contribution of hot flare
plasma in the spectrum of Hn 15 are striking.
The results of our spectral fits are given in Table 2, the
quoted LX is calculated from the best fit model in the energy
range 0.2 –10.0 keV. Leaving aside the different X-ray lumi-
nosities and strength of absorption, the derived spectral prop-
erties of the target stars are comparable, despite the values of
their Hα EW differing by over a magnitude. The X-ray spec-
tra can be well described by a three temperature model with
plasma components at temperatures of around 2 MK, 8 MK
and 25 MK. The emission measure distributions (EMDs) are
dominated by the medium temperature and especially the hot
plasma component at 25 MK. Only for Hn 15 in the low state
the medium temperature component is slightly stronger than
the hot component. The emission measure of the coolest com-
ponent is quite weak in all cases, but poorly constrained due
to the interdependence with the absorption strength. Since
only medium resolution EPIC spectra are available, we discuss
only the elements which primarily contribute to the spectra.
Concerning the abundance pattern, a clear trend of higher abun-
dances for high FIP elements is detected in all stars as traced
by the dominant elements iron, oxygen and neon. However,
the other elements also fit into the picture of a metal depleted
plasma at roughly 0.5 solar value with inverse FIP effect. The
low FIP element iron is always around 0.4 – 0.5 solar value,
while the high FIP element neon is at solar value or above.
Intermediate values are found for the medium FIP element oxy-
gen, which is always enhanced compared to iron but is found
only in Hn 15 around solar value. Concerning the absolute val-
ues, we caution that other abundance tables or reduced emis-
sion measures would result in a higher average metallicity.
Table 2. Spectral X-ray properties, EPIC data (NH in 1021cm−2,
kT in keV, EM in 1052cm−3 and LX in 1030 erg s−1).
Par. Hn 15 (h) CHX 18N XX Cha
NH 1.2+0.1−0.1 3.4+0.3−0.2 3.9+0.5−0.7
kT1 0.10+0.04
−0.02 (0.12+0.03−0.02) 0.21+0.04−0.02 0.20+0.06−0.07
EM1 4.84+6.30
−1.28 (2.57+6.16−1.50) 5.11+3.01−2.59 1.41+1.04−0.49
kT2 0.71+0.03
−0.03 (0.74+0.02−0.02) 0.71+0.03−0.03 0.68+0.05−0.06
EM2 8.90+0.77
−0.70 (12.8+0.90−2.80) 9.27+1.64−1.77 2.61+0.32−0.31
kT3 2.30+0.30
−0.22 (2.63+0.16−0.13) 2.11+0.11−0.09 2.05+0.20−0.17
EM3 7.35+0.96
−0.94 (21.2+1.10−1.10) 14.6+1.20−1.10 4.00+0.37−0.43
Fe 0.38+0.06
−0.06 0.40
+0.07
−0.07 0.39+0.18−0.14
O 1.03+0.18
−0.16 0.55+0.21−0.14 0.49+0.31−0.19
Ne 1.14+0.20
−0.18 1.23+0.27−0.22 1.32+0.65−0.41
χ2(d.o.f.) 1.09 (959) 1.01 (633) 0.89 (187)
LX obs. 1.4 (3.1) 1.4 0.35
LX emit. 2.1 (4.7) 3.4 1.0
When investigating spectral changes due to the variability
we find for Hn 15 the typical behaviour of a flare decay, i.e.
mainly the hot plasma component is affected, whereas espe-
cially the emission measure is varying. The cool component is
fairly constant in temperature and EM, the medium temperature
component is again fairly constant in temperature but decreases
in EM by roughly 50%. The temperature of the hot component
decreases from 30 MK to 25 MK, while its EM decreases by a
factor of three. The short and moderate flare on CHX 18N and
further minor variability on Hn 15 is also accompanied by ad-
ditional hot plasma as expected for magnetic activity but have
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only minor effects on the derived spectral properties for the to-
tal data.
3.2. Properties of ROSAT (CHXR) field sources
In this section we discuss the spectral properties of stellar X-
ray sources and possible ROSAT detections as presented in
Feigelson et al. (1993). Regarding source detection, all ROSAT
sources within ∼ 15′ around nominal pointing position are also
detected by XMM-Newton, see Sect. 3.5. This includes the
’possible’ X-ray sources CHXR 79, 80, 81 and 85, which
are confirmed by our XMM-Newton observation. The source
CHXR 60 is clearly resolved as a double source with con-
tributions from Hn 18 and Hn 19, where the NE component
Hn 19 is the X-ray brighter star. The XMM-Newton positions
coincidence well within errors with the given positions, iden-
tifications were first presented in Feigelson et al. (1993) and
Lawson et al. (1996). For the comparison of the X-ray proper-
ties of CTTS and WTTS (Sect.3.4) we note that since Hα emis-
sion is often highly variable, the discrimination between CTTS
and WTTS is at least for stars with intermediate Hα values arbi-
trary. For these stars classification is not unique, e.g. CHXR 41
and CHXR 85 were classified as WTTS, whereas according to
Hartigan (1993) they are clear CTTS. The same holds again
for the spectral classification, spectral types of these sources
are mostly mid/late K to early/mid M, i.e. in the range K6 –
M4. Several sources (CHXR 58, 80, 81) lack identified stellar
counterparts and exhibit very hard spectra. The hardest source
CHXR 80 is additionally not present in the 2MASS/DENIS
catalogues, CHXR 58 and CHXR 81 exhibit IR counterparts
of unknown classification (see Sect. 3.5).
We first derived light curves of the sources and searched
for variability and flares. Most stars show more or less constant
light curves, occasionally smaller activity and flares with vari-
ations within a factor of about two are observed. In Fig. 5 we
show the light curves of the two stars where stronger variabil-
ity is detected, i.e. CHXR 39 with an active period including
several flares (factor 5–8) and CHXR 59 with a flare of factor
30 in count rate and an e-fold decay time of about 10 – 15 ks.
For spectral analysis we separate these datasets into phases of
different activity to also allow an investigation of their qui-
escent phase. The observation of CHXR 59 is divided into a
flare phase (h: 40–60 ks), a decay phase (m: 60–85 ks) and the
remaining time (l: 0–40, 85–130 ks) as quiescent phase, for
CHXR 39 we define a quiescent phase (l: 0–30 ks) and an ac-
tive phase (h: 30–130 ks).
In Fig. 4 we show the PN spectra of four known TTS with-
out strong variability. All spectra of field sources are again ex-
tracted from circular regions, whose size depends respectively
on its X-ray brightness and proximity to other nearby sources.
The spectra of the brighter targets CHXR 40 and 46, a clear
WTTS/CTTS example, are quite similar, indicating the diffi-
culty in distinguishing TTS subtypes by medium resolution
X-ray spectra. Also shown are two examples of CTTS spec-
tra with moderate data quality, including the heavily absorbed
star CHXR 79.
Fig. 4. PN spectra of four TTS in the Cha I cloud, the WTTS
CHXR 40 (black) and three CTTS, CHXR 46 (red), 35 (purple)
and 79 (blue).
The targets vary in data quality and detector coverage, for
consistency we use an absorbed three-temperature model with
a global abundance value of 0.5 solar except neon at solar value
for all sources. The results of the spectral fits for these stars
and the other CHXR sources are given in Table 3. Not detected
temperature components are indicated by dashes. Typical er-
rors on EM are as small as 10% for the hotter components in
the brighter sources, but note that due to uncertainties in ab-
sorption and temperature of the cool components their emission
measure may easily vary by a factor of two for extreme cases
already for the given absorption. We give the 90% error interval
of the cool EM under variation of the absorption in brackets to
indicate the large possible range, especially for data with low
S/N. Several other models, i.e models with variable abundances
or with a cool component fixed at 0.2 keV were tested, and we
find that the derived results agree well within errors. The X-ray
luminosity is given in the 0.2 – 10.0 keV band and in brackets
also the unabsorbed value, which was also used to calculate the
LX/Lbol ratio. While uncertainties in absorption affect the emit-
ted X-ray luminosity, the determination of Lbol is also a com-
plex issue, especially for CTTS. Here we used the values from
Lawson et al. (1996) if available, a comparison with otherwise
used values given in Chen et al. (1997) indicates an error on
Lbol of up to 50%.
The X-ray emitting level of our sample TTS scatters around
the saturation-limit for magnetic activity at LX/Lbol ≃ 10−3
already during their low activity phases. While the mean X-
ray luminosity is with log LX = 29.9 erg/s nearly identical for
the CTTS and WTTS subsample, the mean log LX/Lbol ratio
is -3.3 for the CTTS and -3.1 for the WTTS population. The
log LX/Lbol ratio increases with X-ray luminosity, for the sub-
samples with log LX values > 30.0 erg/s, 29.5 – 30.0 erg/s and
< 29.5 erg/s its value declines from -2.95 over -3.15 down to
-3.45. We identify two trends in the Cha I cloud TTS popula-
tion, a lower LX/Lbol for CTTS compared to WTTS and an in-
crease of average LX/Lbol with increasing LX. These trends are
also present in other star forming regions at different age, see
e.g. Preibisch et al. 2005) for a large sample of overall younger
stars in the ONC.
We note that the spectra of the ’hot’ targets with
kT3> 5.0 keV, i.e CHXR 58, 80, 81, may also be fitted at
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Table 3. Spectral X-ray properties of the CHXR sources as determined from XMM-Newton data. NH in 1021cm−2, kT in keV,
EM in 1052cm−3 and LX (0.2 –10.0 keV) in erg s−1). The second last column names the used detectors and the number of spectral
bins.
Target Class(HαEW) NH kT1 EM1 kT2 EM2 kT3 EM3 log LX log LX/Lbol Det./bins Other names
CHXR35 C (25.) 1.5 – – 0.62 0.48 1.70 0.38 28.8 (29.0) -3.4 PN/MOS2 (35) Hn 8
CHXR37 W (0.8) 2.8 0.38 3.17 (1.42 - 4.95) 0.84 2.32 1.72 5.41 29.8 (30.1) -3.2 PN/MOS2 (246) CCE98 1-74
CHXR39 (h) C (71.) 4.2 0.15 15.8 (7.3-120.) 0.70 2.68 3.15 11.8 30.1 (30.5) - PN/MOS2 (252) VZ Cha, Sz 31
CHXR39 (l) ” 4.2 0.14 12.9 (5.5-57.6) 0.38 2.77 2.02 2.29 29.4 (30.1) -3.0 PN/MOS2 (78)
CHXR40 W (1.7) 2.2 0.39 3.45 (1.92 - 4.80) 0.81 3.07 1.71 5.80 29.9 (30.2) -3.1 EPIC (383) CHX 15b
CHXR41 C (30.) 6.3 0.24 4.78 (0.44-15.1) 1.14 1.09 1.78 1.82 29.2 (29.9) -3.3 EPIC (79) Sz 33
CHXR46 C (56.) 4.1 0.20 7.95 (3.81-29.7) 0.72 6.82 1.78 7.30 29.9 (30.4) -2.9 EPIC (375) WY Cha, Sz 36
CHXR53 W (3.0) 0.0 0.28 1.43 (1.11-1.81) 0.71 1.24 1.36 1.27 29.7 (29.7) -3.0 EPIC (323) CCE98 1-109
CHXR59 (h) W (3.0) 0.8 0.32 22.6 (9.1-27.8) 1.07 30.4 5.23 250. 31.6 (31.7) - PN (394) CCE98 1-117
CHXR59 (m) ” 0.8 0.34 15.9 (13.3-19.1) 1.67 30.6 5.10 35.8 30.9 (31.1) - PN (218)
CHXR59 (l) ” 0.8 0.22 3.15 (2.28-4.66) 0.78 3.45 2.17 10.4 30.2 (30.3) -2.6 PN (125)
CHXR60NE W (1.5) 1.0 0.34 0.66 (0.17-1.17) 0.81 0.32 1.53 1.17 29.2 (29.4) -3.1 EPIC (88) Hn 19
CHXR60SW W (3.2) 2.6 0.21 1.33 (0.0-2.60) 0.58 0.62 1.20 0.72 29.0 (29.5) -2.9 EPIC (50) Hn 18
CHXR62 W (2.7) 1.8 0.30 0.10 (0.0-2.49) 0.66 0.66 1.50 0.34 28.9 (29.1) -3.6 EPIC (74) Hn 20
CHXR79 C (20.) 9.2 – – 1.08 1.42 2.51 1.96 29.2 (29.6) -3.4 PN (32) Hn 9
CHXR85 C (20.) 7.0 – – 0.86 0.70 – – 28.4 (29.0) -3.7 PN (10) Sz 40
CHXR58 ? 3.0 0.38 0.35 (0.0-1.29) 2.02 2.93 8.62 2.33 29.7 EPIC (196)
CHXR80 ? 3.3 0.30 0.18 (0.0-1.19) 2.13 1.39 >10.0 2.50 29.7 EPIC (146)
CHXR81 ? 2.6 0.22 0.03 (0.1-0.46) 0.43 0.19 6.10 1.27 29.2 EPIC (108)
comparable quality with an absorbed thermal plasma compo-
nents combined with a power-law. However, the 6.7 keV iron
line complex which requires also hot thermal plasma is clearly
present in CHXR 58 and 81, but not in the hottest target CHXR
80, indicating the possibility that these targets belong to two
different types of X-ray sources. No significant variability is
present in the light curves of these targets, therefore their spec-
tral properties are not related to strong flares but have to be
attributed to their quiescent state. These sources exhibit harder
spectra in comparison to the confirmed TTS members and may
be extremely hot, embedded YSOs or extragalactic sources,
which could especially be the case for CHXR 80 since it also
lacks an IR-counterpart.
Absorption towards known stellar targets is typically much
higher for CTTS in our sample stars, the average NH is 5.4 ×
1021cm−2 for the CTTS and 1.6×1021cm−2 for the WTTS pop-
ulation. Only three WTTS have NH > 2 × 1021cm−2 with two
of them being clearly located in regions of higher cloud extinc-
tion. Absorption limits the conclusions that can be drawn about
properties of the cool plasma, which is undoubtedly present.
No cool plasma component is detected in CHXR 35, 79 and 85,
however these targets exhibit strong absorption and/or are faint.
Leaving aside the cool component, the observed T Tauri stars
exhibit an overlapping distribution of EMDs. Only three stars,
two CTTS and on WTTS, have a hot plasma component at tem-
peratures above 25 MK (2.0 keV) in quiescence. Especially the
fainter WTTS tend to show only moderately tempered coronae
with average temperatures around 10 MK and a hot component
at around 15 MK. A correlation of the prominence of the hotter
plasma and kT3 with LX as is present in our sample, especially
in the WTTS population, but with quite low statistics.
Spectral variability during flares and periods of stronger
activity is investigated for CHXR 39 (CTTS) and CHXR 59
(WTTS), the spectra corresponding to the above defined phases
of activity are shown in Fig. 6. Comparing the values of the
respective low and high states, despite the X-ray brightening
in CHXR 59 being a factor of five larger and the temperature
of its hot component with around 60 MK nearly a factor two
hotter than in CHXR 39, the spectral changes on CHXR 39
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Fig. 5. Larger flares observed on the WTTS CHXR 59 (top) and
the CTTS CHXR 39 (bottom), PN light curve with 0.5/1.0 ks
binning. With a count rate increase of a factor of 30 the CHXR
59 event is the strongest flare observed in the field sources sam-
ple.
are comparatively harder. While the increase in the hot compo-
nent is strongest in both cases, it is much more pronounced in
CHXR 39 in comparison with the respective low state, which is
in CHXR 59 already very hard. Using the standard formula (14)
for the loops half length given by Serio et al. (1991) and putting
in stellar parameters as well as the decay time of the large
CHXR 59 event and its peak temperature, we find a loop length
of . 0.3R∗. The upper limit results from the neglect of sus-
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Fig. 6. PN spectra of of the highly variable sources CHXR 59
(top) and CHXR 39 (bottom) during different phases of activity.
tained heating. These loops sizes and temperatures are also typ-
ical for larger flares on very young active main sequence stars
as expected for a WTTS, which lack a magnetically connected
disk.
3.3. Long term variations - XMM-Newton vs. ROSAT
For a comparison of the X-ray brightness during the XMM-
Newton observation with ROSAT measurements performed
in 1991, we also calculated the X-ray luminosity in the
ROSAT PSPC band (0.4–2.5 keV) from our models and com-
pare the values with the ROSAT measurements as given in
Lawson et al. (1996). The scaling factor of LX for our targets
between the XMM-Newton (0.2 –10. keV) and ROSAT PSPC
energy band is shown in Fig.7. For the quiescent phase the iden-
tified stellar sources occupy a strip in the range 1.1–1.4. The
present trend of the X-ray brighter targets with a higher ratio is
due to their hotter coronae, while most of the scatter is caused
by the different absorption towards the stars. One outlier is the
hard and heavily absorbed CTTS CHXR 79, the other the ac-
tive source CHXR 59, both with a ratio of 1.9. The unidentified
sources are above all other targets due to their strong emission
at higher energies.
Within a sample of 13 stellar targets, we find an agreement
between the measured X-ray luminosities from XMM-Newton
and ROSAT within 50% for 6 and within factor two for 11
sources, whereas brighter and fainter targets are distributed al-
most equally. These variations can be attributed to minor ac-
tivity that is present the data and the simple count rate flux
conversion used for the ROSAT values. Therefore we conclude
Fig. 7. Comparison of LX-ratio in the XMM and ROSAT band
vs. LX (0.2 –10.0 keV) for the quiescent phase of the identified
stellar targets, i.e. WTTS (asterisk) and CTTS (asterisk with
box), as well as unknown sources (triangles).
that large long-term variations are not present in these stars
and no strong cross-calibration bias exists. Deviations exceed-
ing factor two are present in two sources. First, in flaring target
CHXR 59 even the low state during our observations is roughly
a factor four brighter than the ROSAT value and second in the
heavily absorbed, hot target CHXR 79 where the simple scal-
ing factor used for the ROSAT data significantly underpredicts
its X-ray luminosity.
3.4. Spectral differences - CTTS vs. WTTS
In this section we investigate spectral parameters suitable to
distinguish CTTS from WTTS via X-ray spectroscopy. As al-
ready mentioned, the origin of the X-ray emission of WTTS
is attributed to coronal emission in analogy to main sequence
stars. in CTTS part of the X-ray emission may also be produced
via magnetically funneled accretion. Usually density sensitive
lines, e.g. in the O -triplet, are used to detect high density
plasma that is attributed to strong accretion shocks. Cool high
density plasma is used as a tracer of accretional X-rays, see
e.g. Robrade et al. (2006) for examples of the analysis of high
resolution X-ray spectra from CTTS with XMM-Newton data.
TW Hya is the prototype of an accretion dominated star with
an EMD mainly composed of large amounts of cool high den-
sity plasma with temperatures around 3 MK. It also exhibits an
extreme abundance pattern with Ne/Fe or Ne/O ratios in the
range of ten as shown by Stelzer & Schmitt (2004). However,
TW Hya is an exceptional case that is coincidentally much
closer than the well known star forming regions and its absorp-
tion is negligible due to a nearly pole-on view. A probably more
common scenario for a CTTS is a star dominated by coronal
activity and an additional contribution of accretional plasma
as seen for the first time in BP Tau in Schmitt et al. (2005).
Two additional CTTS observations were recently presented,
enlarging the sample of high-resolution spectra. The close bi-
nary CTTS V 4046 Sgr clearly shows low f/i-ratios in the He-
like triplets of O  and Ne , indicating high density plasma
(Gu¨nther et al. 2006). Contrary, the spectrum of the CTTS sys-
tem T Tau shows a more typical coronal f/i-ratio in the O -
triplet (Gu¨del 2006). This suggests that accretion does not in-
variably produces high density plasma emitting at X-ray wave-
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lengths, which might depend on the respective accretion filling
factor, or that a strong coronal contribution is present.
Here we present a sample of medium resolution spectra
of known WTTS and CTTS and compare the properties of
members of both types of T Tauri stars. Not surprisingly the
CTTS show on average three times stronger X-ray absorp-
tion compared to the WTTS due to larger amounts of addi-
tional circumstellar material. For example, the strong absorp-
tion seen in the spectra of CHXR 41 and 85 supports their
CTTS nature. However, both distributions significantly over-
lap and cloud absorption as well as viewing angle effects are
surely present, therefore absorption alone is no strong criterion.
Since accretional processes generate cool plasma with temper-
atures around 3 MK, plasma temperatures and EMDs may be
used to distinguish the two TTS populations. However, cool
plasma can certainly be also of coronal origin, therefore the
pure existence of large amounts of cool plasma is again not a
unique indicator for accretion. On the other hand, young stars
are known to be quite active and the presence of large amounts
of cool plasma combined with the absence of large amounts
of hotter plasma may be a used as a tracer for an accretion
dominated star. Admittedly, a star that is dominated by cool
plasma like TW Hya is hard to identify in the presence of strong
absorption which diminishes the flux at the wavelength of in-
terest. CHXR 39 in its low state is such an example of a star
with a strong cool plasma component and much smaller emis-
sion measure at medium and high temperatures, but it is not
as extreme as TW Hya and much stronger absorbed, so a def-
inite conclusion cannot be derived. At higher temperatures the
EMDs are dominated by coronal plasma and activity, indepen-
dent of their WTTS or CTTS nature. For our sample stars, dom-
inating medium and hot temperature plasma is the much more
commonly found scenario. For the abundance pattern again no
clear distinguishing criterion exists, here the inverse FIP effect
or grain depletion in the accreted plasma may produce a com-
parable abundance pattern. An extreme Ne/Fe or Ne/O ratio in
the order of ten is seen in none of our sample stars.
In summary, a target like TW Hya with its outstand-
ing properties may be identified by medium resolution spec-
troscopy. However, the supposably more common sources like
BP Tau with stronger absorption and dominant coronal contri-
butions to the X-ray emitting plasma require deep exposures
and high resolution spectroscopy to distinguish possible X-ray
generating mechanisms. While an accretional contribution in
some of the CTTS may be present, clearly most of our sample
targets are strongly dominated by X-ray emission originating
from magnetic activity.
3.5. New X-ray sources
The XMM-Newton field of view is full of new X-ray sources,
not detected by ROSAT and previously unknown. We have run
a detection algorithm on the images in the energy band 0.5 –
5.0 keV for all three EPIC detectors. Sources above a detec-
tion likelihood threshold of 30 and multiple detections with a
threshold of 20/15 (PN/MOS) are shown in Fig. 8. This trans-
lates to a minimum number of source counts of roughly 100
for the PN and 50 for each MOS detector and an observed
X-ray luminosity of ∼ 1028 erg/s, assuming T Tauri star like
spectra. Each detection is indicated by a circle with 10′′ ra-
dius, given position uncertainties are in the range from 0.1′′
for the brighter targets up to 1–2′′ for faint sources, especially
near the edge of the field. However, inspection of the images
and cross check of the derived positions from different instru-
ments indicates larger positional errors in the range of 1′′for
the brightest sources up to 3′′for fainter sources at the edge of
the field. We checked for systematic position offsets using the
brighter targets from Sect.3.2 with well known positions, but
find no systematic deviations between measured and given po-
sitions. We note that the position accuracy from XMM-Newton
is significantly higher than from ROSAT and uncertainties are
comparable to deviations found in various references for opti-
cal/IR positions. Most sources are detected independently in all
EPIC detectors and the determined positions agree very well,
while most double and the few single detections are exclusively
due to non overlapping fields of view, chip failure (CCD6 in
MOS1), chip gaps or bad columns. This ensures that the given
detections are with high confidence true X-ray sources.
We detect 71 X-ray sources, compared to 16 resolved
ROSAT sources, increasing the number of X-ray sources in this
region by a factor of four. While some extragalactic sources are
certainly present, many sources are likely cloud members. X-
ray colours and infra-red emission are used to separate possi-
ble stellar objects from extragalactic sources like background
AGN. We derive exposure map weighted X-ray count rates in
three energy bands (soft: 0.5 – 1.0 keV, medium: 1.0 – 2.0 keV,
hard: 2.0 – 7.5 keV) and perform a position cross check with
the 2MASS point source catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006). The
positional accuracy of XMM-Newton and 2MASS is suffi-
cient to clearly and unambiguously identify possible counter-
parts. Errors on the derived count rates depend by a factor
of up to two on the respective detector position, for brighter
sources above 0.1 cts/s they are negligible, at 10−2 − 10−3 cts/s
they are around 5–10% and increase for faint sources with
5× 10−4 cts/s up to 30%. Band fluxes below these value should
be taken only as rough estimates. The count rate to energy con-
version factors depend of course on the assumed spectra. We
use the properties derived in Sect. 3.2 and derive count rate
to flux factors for PN data in the energy band 0.5 – 7.5 keV.
For unabsorbed stellar sources (CHXR 53) they are around
1.5 × 10−12 erg cts−1 cm−2, they increase for more absorbed
or hotter stellar targets like Hn 15 /CHXR 79 to 2.0/2.5 ×
10−12 erg cts−1 cm−2 and reach for hard sources (CHXR 80) val-
ues around 3.5×10−12 erg cts−1 cm−2. The MOS count rates are
roughly a factor three lower, using bright sources we find an
average ratio of 3.2 for the total count rate (4.1/2.6/2.7 for the
soft/medium/hard energy band).
The derived count rates in the energy bands can be used as
an indicator of the underlying type of source. Weakly or unab-
sorbed stellar sources are strongest in the soft band, moderate
in the medium band and low in the hard band; more absorbed
sources loose mainly photons in the soft band and the medium
band begins to dominate, but no known stellar source from our
sample peaks in the hard band. This holds even in the most ex-
treme cases in our sample, e.g. very strong absorption and a
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Table 4. X-ray source list. Count rates are given per instrument (0.5-7.5 keV in 10−1 cts/s and in three energy bands 0.5 – 1.0,
1.0 – 2.0, 2.0 – 7.5 keV). Sources that are not present in a detector are marked by dashes, sources without useful data by the
detector ID in brackets.
CHXX RA (h, m, s) Dec (deg, ′, ′′) Err.(′′) PN MOS1 MOS2 2MASS/DENIS-ID1 Other2
1 11 07 58.1 -76 24 43.5 3. – – 0.043 - 0.5/1.8/2.1e-3 –
2 11 08 17.6 -76 16 35.5 3. (P) 0.040 - 2.0/1.8/0.2e-3 0.027 - 1.2/1.4/0.1e-3 2M11081745-7616346 U0137-0067981
3 11 09 02.6 -76 15 04.0 2. 0.066 - 3.2/3.1/0.3e-3 0.012 - 5.1/7.2/0.0e-4 0.023 - 0.8/1.3/0.2e-3 2M11090277-7615034 U0137-0068083
4 11 09 14.2 -76 28 41.0 2. 0.16 - 8.5/5.9/1.2e-3 – 0.048 - 2.1/1.9/0.9e-3 2M11091380-7628396 CHXR 35, Hn 8
5 11 09 18.0 -76 27 59.0 2. 1.21 - 5.5/5.2/1.4e-2 – 0.37 - 1.3/1.8/0.5e-2 2M11091769-7627578 CHXR 37, CCE1-74
6 11 09 18.4 -76 30 30.0 2. 0.22 - 0.2/1.2/0.8e-2 – 0.11 - 0.4/5.3/5.0e-3 2M11091812-7630292 CHXR 79, Hn 9
7 11 09 23.7 -76 23 22.0 2. 1.07 - 3.4/4.5/2.8e-2 – 0.36 - 0.8/1.7/1.1e-2 2M11092379-7623207 CHXR 39, VZ Cha
8 11 09 31.7 -76 18 18.5 3. (P) – 0.012 - 1.5/5.0/5.5e-4 –
9 11 09 40.3 -76 28 40.0 1. 1.52 - 7.8/6.0/1.4e-2 0.51 - 2.0/2.5/0.6e-1 0.46 - 1.8/2.2/0.6e-2 2M11094006-7628391 CHXR 40, CCE1-78
10 11 09 49.3 -76 19 32.5 3. (P) – 0.014 - 0.4/4.7/8.7e-4 –
11 11 09 51.3 -76 27 16.0 2. 0.025 - 0.6/0.8/1.1e-3 – 0.013 - 0.9/6.1/5.7e-4 –
12 11 09 54.1 -76 29 26.0 2. 0.24 - 0.8/1.3/0.4e-2 0.081 - 1.9/4.3/1.9e-3 0.086 - 2.0/4.7/2.0e-3 2M11095407-7629253 CHXR 41, Sz 33
13 11 10 07.1 -76 29 38.5 1. 1.46 - 6.4/6.4/1.8e-2 0.47 - 1.6/2.4/0.7e-2 0.51 - 1.7/2.6/0.8e-2 2M11100704-7629376 CHXR 46, WY Cha
14 11 10 08.5 -76 15 55.0 1. 0.074 - 1.6/3.1/2.7e-3 0.022 - 5.8/9.3/7.8e-4 0.024 - 0.3/1.3/0.9e-3 –
15 11 10 08.8 -76 19 43.0 2. 0.073 - 0.3/2.6/4.4e-3 0.027 - 0.0/0.9/1.8e-3 0.035 - 0.0/1.1/2.4e-3 –
16 11 10 22.2 -76 25 14.0 3. (P) – 0.012 - 7.1/3.2/1.7e-4 2M11102226-7625138 ChaI 710 (BD)
17 11 10 22.7 -76 27 16.0 2. 0.096 - 1.9/4.1/3.5e-3 – 0.041 - 0.5/1.6/2.1e-3 –
18 11 10 25.4 -76 20 07.0 2. 0.028 - 0.9/1.0/0.9e-3 0.011 - 2.4/4.8/3.3e-4 0.008 - 0.9/4.4/2.8e-4 –
19 11 10 27.4 -76 27 17.5 3. (P) – 0.011 - 0.1/3.8/7.4e-4 –
20 11 10 29.8 -76 23 09.0 2. 0.027 - 1.1/1.0/0.5e-3 0.011 - 3.2/4.4/3.1e-4 0.007 - 1.3/3.6/2.1e-4 –
21 11 10 33.1 -76 20 55.0 1. 0.063 - 1.9/2.3/2.1e-3 0.018 - 6.1/8.2/3.5e-4 0.023 - 0.4/1.1/0.8e-3 –
22 11 10 42.2 -76 19 13.0 1. 0.14 - 4.0/5.8/3.8e-3 0.050 - 1.0/2.4/1.6e-3 0.051 - 1.2/2.1/1.8e-3 –
23 11 10 50.2 -76 18 15.5 2. (P) 0.029 - 1.5/1.2/0.2e-3 0.032 - 1.5/1.3/0.4e-3 2M11105039-7618145 U0136-0067477
24 11 10 52.4 -76 15 32.0 1. 0.049 - 0.0/1.4/3.6e-3 0.011 - 0.3/2.9/7.5e-4 0.013 - 0.0/0.2/1.1e-3 –
25 11 10 52.5 -76 26 21.5 1. 0.18 - 4.6/7.3/6.0e-3 0.065 - 1.1/3.0/2.4e-3 0.061 - 1.3/2.6/2.2e-3 2M11105228-7626223 CHXR 81
26 11 10 52.7 -76 28 10.5 1. 0.38 - 0.7/1.5/1.7e-2 0.13 - 2.0/5.6/5.1e-3 0.11 - 1.7/5.1/4.5e-3 – CHXR 80
27 11 10 53.2 -76 16 56.0 2. (P) 0.008 - 3.4/4.5/0.3e-4 0.009 - 2.4/5.8/1.1e-4 2M11105331-7616559 U0137-0068316
28 11 10 53.7 -76 14 29.0 2. (P) 0.020 - 3.7/8.9/7.5e-4 0.018 - 0.3/1.1/0.5e-3 – U0137-0068321
29 11 10 55.6 -76 16 29.0 1. 0.036 - 0.2/1.7/1.6e-3 0.013 - 0.9/5.4/6.7e-4 0.016 - 2.0/6.8/7.3e-4 –
30 11 10 57.9 -76 18 00.0 3. (P) 0.011 - 3.1/5.2/2.9e-4 0.012 - 3.1/5.5/2.9e-4 2M11105830-7617580 U0137-0068332
31 11 11 04.2 -76 24 28.5 3. (P) 0.008 - 0.0/2.0/5.8e-4 0.008 - 0.0/2.2/5.7e-4 –
32 11 11 13.8 -76 20 02.0 2. 0.034 - 1.0/1.4/1.1e-3 0.012 - 1.2/7.2/3.8e-4 0.017 - 3.8/6.9/6.1e-4 –
33 11 11 30.7 -76 20 03.5 2. 0.068 - 4.1/2.6/0.3e-3 0.022 - 1.0/1.0/0.1e-3 0.020 - 0.9/1.1/0.0e-3 2M11113049-7620030 U0136-0067600
34 11 11 39.6 -76 23 07.0 2. 0.020 - 4.7/6.1/8.8e-4 0.011 - 1.4/6.8/2.3e-4 0.007 - 1.9/4.1/1.5e-4 –
35 11 11 39.7 -76 20 15.5 1. 0.59 - 2.3/2.7/0.9e-2 0.19 - 0.6/1.0/0.3e-2 0.19 - 0.6/1.0/0.3e-2 2M11113965-7620152 XX Cha
36 11 11 44.2 -76 12 49.0 2. (P) 0.018 - 5.1/5.0/8.0e-4 0.013 - 2.3/4.7/5.5e-4 –
37 11 11 46.4 -76 20 09.0 1. 2.51 - 1.1/1.1/0.4e-1 0.84 - 2.6/4.3/1.4e-2 0.79 - 2.4/4.2/1.3e-2 2M11114632-7620092 CHX 18N, CCE1-103
38 11 11 49.1 -76 30 31.0 2. 0.074 - 1.8/3.1/2.5e-3 0.020 - 0.2/1.2/0.7e-3 0.021 - 0.2/1.2/0.7e-3 –
39 11 11 54.0 -76 19 31.0 1. 4.29 - 2.2/1.6/0.5e-1 1.33 - 5.5/5.9/1.9e-2 1.36 - 5.2/6.5/2.0e-2 2M11115400-7619311 Hn 15
40 11 12 03.9 -76 26 10.0 2. 0.021 - 4.5/9.0/7.5e-4 0.005 - 0.8/4.1/4.8e-4 0.012 - 0.8/3.4/7.5e-4 –
41 11 12 05.3 -76 19 00.5 2. (P) 0.013 - 0.2/5.8/7.1e-4 0.013 - 0.0/3.4/9.4e-4 –
42 11 12 05.6 -76 31 38.0 2. 0.13 - 2.3/5.8/4.5e-3 0.046 - 0.2/2.1/2.3e-3 0.051 - 0.6/2.7/1.8e-3 –
43 11 12 06.4 -76 19 31.0 2. (P) 0.019 - 4.9/7.4/6.7e-4 0.015 - 3.3/8.6/3.2e-4 – U0136-0067713
44 11 12 09.6 -76 34 37.0 3. 0.061 - 1.8/3.3/0.9e-3 (M1) – 2M11120984-7634366 CHXR 85, Sz 40
45 11 12 17.5 -76 19 16.0 2. (P) 0.014 - 3.3/6.4/3.9e-4 0.012 - 1.4/7.8/3.2e-4 –
46 11 12 19.1 -76 17 40.5 2. 0.020 - 1.1/0.9/0.0e-3 0.006 - 2.1/2.4/1.1e-4 0.008 - 2.0/5.2/0.6e-4 2M11121884-7617400 U0137-0068518
47 11 12 20.1 -76 31 44.0 3. 0.048 - 1.0/1.6/2.2e-3 0.015 - 2.6/5.7/6.2e-4 0.017 - 2.5/7.3/6.7e-4 –
48 11 12 22.2 -76 18 38.5 1. 0.16 - 4.0/6.8/5.3e-3 0.047 - 1.0/2.0/1.7e-3 0.046 - 1.1/1.9/1.6e-3 –
49 11 12 22.9 -76 23 08.0 1. 0.043 - 0.8/2.1/1.3e-3 0.013 - 1.4/6.6/5.1e-4 0.014 - 1.0/5.9/7.0e-4 –
50 11 12 27.8 -76 25 29.5 1. 0.83 - 5.9/2.1/0.3e-2 0.24 - 1.5/0.8/0.1e-2 0.26 - 1.6/0.9/0.1e-2 2M11122775-7625293 CHXR 53, CCE1-117
51 11 12 34.8 -76 26 54.0 2. 0.058 - 1.3/1.8/2.7e-3 0.018 - 3.1/9.3/5.2e-4 0.016 - 0.2/1.0/0.4e-3 –
52 11 12 40.3 -76 08 20.5 2. 0.024 - 1.3/0.7/0.4e-3 0.014 - 5.2/5.7/3.5e-4 0.011 - 3.5/5.9/1.7e-4 2M11124044-7608195 U0138-0069520
53 11 12 41.2 -76 10 55.5 2. 0.032 - 0.2/1.5/1.6e-3 0.008 - 0.0/5.7/2.2e-4 0.013 - 1.1/4.6/7.1e-4 –
54 11 12 53.0 -76 13 55.0 2. 0.026 - 0.3/1.0/1.3e-3 0.008 - 0.4/1.4/6.6e-4 – –
55 11 13 24.6 -76 29 22.5 2. 0.24 - 1.4/0.8/0.1e-2 0.064 - 3.1/3.0/0.4e-3 0.062 - 3.2/2.4/0.6e-3 2M11132446-7629227 CHXR 60SW, Hn 18
56 11 13 27.1 -76 31 46.0 2. 0.63 - 1.4/2.7/2.2e-2 0.25 - 0.4/1.1/0.9e-2 0.21 - 3.3/9.9/8.2e-3 D111327.02-763147.0 CHXR 58
57 11 13 27.5 -76 20 17.0 2. (P) 0.024 - 1.4/0.8/0.1e-3 0.023 - 1.3/0.8/0.2e-3 2M11132747-7620175 U0136-0067981
58 11 13 27.8 -76 34 17.0 2. 11.4 - 4.7/4.5/2.1e-1 – – 2M11132737-7634165 CHXR 59, CCE1-117
59 11 13 28.1 -76 13 10.5 2. 0.069 - 0.1/2.5/4.2e-3 0.022 - 0.1/0.8/1.4e-3 0.025 - 0.1/0.8/1.6e-3 –
60 11 13 29.6 -76 29 01.0 1. 0.38 - 2.1/1.5/0.2e-2 0.11 - 5.3/4.9/1.0e-3 0.11 - 5.9/4.1/0.9e-3 2M11132970-7629012 CHXR 60NE, Hn 19
61 11 13 34.2 -76 15 38.0 2. (P) 0.010 - 0.8/4.8/4.8e-4 0.011 - 2.3/5.5/3.5e-4 –
62 11 13 46.2 -76 26 46.0 2. 0.030 - 0.5/1.0/1.5e-3 – 0.013 - 0.4/6.2/6.3e-4 –
63 11 14 05.6 -76 18 51.5 2. 0.052 - 1.4/1.7/2.1e-3 0.019 - 2.8/6.3/9.4e-4 0.016 - 3.0/5.1/8.0e-4 –
64 11 14 15.2 -76 21 41.5 2. 0.029 - 0.6/1.4/0.9e-3 0.010 - 1.0/6.6/2.6e-4 0.007 - 1.3/4.9/1.0e-4 –
65 11 14 15.5 -76 27 37.0 2. 0.18 - 1.1/0.6/0.1e-2 0.070 - 3.0/3.1/0.8e-3 0.055 - 2.1/2.8/0.5e-3 2M11141565-7627364 CHXR 62, Hn 20
66 11 14 29.0 -76 11 48.0 3. 0.060 - 1.1/2.8/2.1e-3 0.020 - 0.3/1.0/0.7e-3 0.014 - 0.9/8.9/4.5e-4 – U0138-0069824
67 11 14 29.1 -76 25 40.0 2. 0.041 - 3.1/1.0/0.0e-3 0.014 - 8.0/3.1/2.5e-4 0.009 - 6.2/2.2/0.9e-4 2M11142906-7625399 U0135-0067114
58 11 14 42.5 -76 10 19.0 3. 0.056 - 1.5/2.4/1.8e-3 – – –
69 11 14 46.5 -76 24 14.0 2. 0.051 - 1.1/1.8/2.3e-3 0.021 - 0.2/1.1/0.8e-3 0.018 - 0.0/0.8/1.1e-3 –
71 11 14 49.3 -76 22 49.0 2. 0.078 - 1.9/3.7/2.2e-3 0.024 - 0.5/1.1/0.9e-3 0.029 - 0.2/1.3/1.5e-3 –
71 11 15 11.0 -76 20 24.0 3. 0.033 - 0.8/1.5/1.0e-3 – 0.020 - 2.8/8.1/8.8e-4 –
1: 2M for 2MASS J, D for DENIS database 3rd release; 2: CHXR from Feigelson et al. (1993), Hn from Hartigan (1993), Sz from Schwartz (1977), CCE from
Cambre´sy et al. (1998), ChaI from Lo´pez Mart´i et al. (2004) and U for USNO-B1.0 catalog.
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Fig. 8. Image with all EPIC detectors combined and overplot-
ted X-ray sources from the source detection runs. The already
known CHXR sources are numbered.
hot corona like in CHXR 79, which is the CTTS closest to the
cloud core, or strong flaring, which is present for CHXR 59.
A comprehensive list of all X-sources detected in this ob-
servation is given in Table 4. In the first column we intro-
duce acronym CHXX (Chamaeleon X-ray XMM) to simplify
further discussion, followed by the source coordinates in the
J2000 system and positional error (columns 2–4). The mea-
sured count rates are given for each instruments whenever
available (columns 5–7), followed by proposed infra-red iden-
tifications with 2MASS or DENIS and likely optical counter-
parts (columns 8 and 9).
The identifications of infra-red counterparts with 2MASS
and DENIS succeeded only in roughly half of the cases. Most
IR-sources are detected in both surveys, in these cases we
give the 2MASS identification. The non-detections at infra-
red wavelength are not strictly related to X-ray brightness and
some of the brighter sources, e.g. CHXR 80, exhibit no known
infra-red or optical counterparts. However, the X-ray sources
not detected by 2MASS are predominantly hard X-ray sources
and/or are quite faint, i.e with count rates . 5 × 10−3 cts/s per
MOS detector. Clearly most X-ray bright sources are young
stars belonging to the cloud, but also some of the fainter
X-ray sources have 2MASS/DENIS and even possible stel-
lar counterparts. All known young stellar objects exhibit soft
to medium spectral hardness in X-rays and are also seen
in 2MASS images, independently of their X-ray brightness.
Further on, all other X-ray sources with soft stellar-like spectral
hardness are present in IR/optical catalogues, supporting their
nature as YSOs belonging to the cloud. Beside 2MASS fur-
ther identifications from SIMBAD are given. The soft source
CHXX 16 is associated with the brown dwarf ChaI 710 of
spectral type M9 Lo´pez Mart´i et al. (2004), while CHXX 27,
30 and 67 are probably associated with the young PMS stars
GK 38, GK 40 and ESO Hα 571, see Go´mez & Kenyon (2001)
and Comero´n et al. (2004). On the other hand, sources with a
hard flux distribution, i.e where the measured count rate in-
creases from the soft to the hard band, contribute with ∼ 15% to
our sample and do not posses IR counterparts in any case. Many
of these sources, e.g. CHXX 15 and 59 are even much harder
than the bright source CHXR 80 and probably of extragalactic
origin. The remaining unidentified X-ray sources exhibit inter-
mediate spectral distributions, comparable to stronger absorbed
stellar sources. Contrary to the hard population, they are con-
centrated towards the dark cloud and known groups of T Tauri
stars, indicating a predominantly stellar origin.
4. Summary and conclusions
1. The XMM-Newton observation of the Cha I dark cloud re-
vealed numerous X-ray sources. Observed X-ray luminosi-
ties of known T Tauri stars in their quiescent phases span
a broad range from log LX of 28.4 erg/s, up to 30.2 erg/s,
whereas especially the classical T Tauri stars are subject
to strong absorption. X-ray and bolometric luminosities are
correlated in T Tauri stars, the average log LX/Lbol = −3.2
is near the saturation limit for magnetic activity. We are able
to spatially resolve several sources detected by ROSAT,
making their stellar counterparts unambiguous and con-
firm various possible detections. Additional new detections
present in XMM-Newton images increase the number of
known X-ray sources in this region to 71 sources, i.e by a
factor of roughly four. However, (stellar) counterparts for
these sources are often unknown, but spectral properties,
association to the dark cloud and the available IR/optical
identifications indicate that a large portion is indeed of stel-
lar origin.
2. We use medium resolution spectra of the brighter targets to
determine spectral properties of the T Tauri star population.
No significant differences are found in the spectral proper-
ties of classical and weak-line T Tauri stars, whereas most
stars are clearly dominated by magnetic activity. This is re-
flected in emission measure distributions with most plasma
residing at temperatures of 8 MK up to 25 MK, whereas the
X-ray brighter targets tend to have hotter coronae and a
higher LX/Lbol ratio. Accretional stars that are dominated
by cool plasma are rare or absent; VZ Cha is a possible
case, but quite strong absorption prevents a definite con-
clusion. Except the stronger average absorptions due to cir-
cumstellar material, the classical T Tauri stars differ only
by a lower LX/Lbol ratio compared to the weak line T Tauri
stars.
3. Several flares occurred during our observation, addition-
ally minor variability is present in several stars. The largest
flare is observed on the WTTS CHXR 59. It shows an in-
crease in count rate of about 30 and typical coronal flare pa-
rameters, quite similar to young main sequence stars. Also
the stronger variability observed in CTTS clearly points
to a coronal origin due to the dominance of hot plasma.
Comparison with the ROSAT measurements shows that the
level of quiescent X-ray luminosity is fairly constant and
long term variability exceeding factor two is very rare in
these stars.
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